Abstract
Introduction
machine vision systems employ a single sensor with relatively small field of view (FOV). This can be sufficient for narrow applications, assembly line inspection. However, machine vision research is increasingly concerned with more human-like visual tasks, surveillance of a large, open environment, where a wide FOV is critical.
Unfortunately, wide FOV comes at the expense of image resolution. For example, a human face at a distance of 5m will only about 4 x 6 pixels on a 640x480 sensor with 130 deg FOV. This is resolution for most biometric and security tasks.
This problem may be addressed by combining a fixed, preattentive, low-resolution wide-field camera with a shiftable, attentive, high-resolution narrow-field camera In this paper we focus on the problem of rapidly detecting and localizing human heads in the resolution preattentive stream. These locations form saccadic targets for the attentive sensor component so that high-resolutionfacial information can be analyzed.
Unfortunately, the low resolution provided by a field sensor and the unconstrained nature of realistic environments and human behaviour make form cues unreliable. We therefore propose an approach based upon Bayesian combinationof multiple weak, complementary cues that do not depend upon detailed spatial analysis. This technique combines three weak cues: motion, foreground extraction and skin colour. Pixel probabilities are spatially integrated using a flexible norm that can handle sparse cues without loss of statistical power. This results in three data-driven likelihood maps, which are combined with spatial priors incorporating novelty objectives to yield a posterior map indicating the probability of a (novel) face appearing at each image location. The maximum of this posterior map forms the next saccadictarget. 
Priorwork
Static face detection algorithms use combinations of greyscale features to detect frontal or profile faces from single image frames. Several of the most promising approaches use some version of to build strong classifiers from collections of weak classifiers in a supervised fashion 9, A number of factors limit the utility of these methods for far-field or wide-field face detection First, static detection methods generally assume a minimum scale of around 24x24 pixels. To achieve surveillanceover as large an area as possible, it is critical that person detection work reliably down to much lower resolutions. In our indoor testing environments, faces are as small as 2x2 pixels, and the median face size is 6x6 pixels (Fig. 2) .
A second problem is that facepose in most environments is not restricted to being frontal or profile. For example, in a work environment people often look down as well as straight ahead, and may tilt their head as they are walking or talking (Fig. 3) . We would also like to be able to detect a human head even when it is facing away from the camera, since the head may be turned toward the camera on subsequent frames.
Methods that make use of temporal information and coherence over frames have the potential to overcome some of these problems. Viola et extended their approach to the spatiotemporal domain to detect pedestrians in far-field scenes. They found that augmenting static greyscale features with 2-frame temporal features boosted detection performance by a factor of 10 for some scenes.
In contrast to this integrated spatiotemporal approach, most dynamic approaches to human detection use fore-& Figure 3 . Example training images from Environment 1 (top)and 2 (bottom),demonstrating the variety of poses, scales and occlusions that occur in a typical visual environment.
ground extraction or motion detection as a prefilter to select a subset of image locations for further analysis Most recently, progress has been made toward adaptive methods that may generalize more readily over scenes or scene conditions
These dynamic approaches are all designed to detect walking (or running) pedestrians, translating along a ground plane, and will generally fail if pedestrians come to a standstill or become partially occluded. In contrast, we are interested in wide field detection of people engaged in a broader class of activities, talking, browsing, working. We would like to be ableto detect people whether they are walking, turning, or remaining relatively still, whether they are standing or sitting, and whether or not they are partially occluded by a desk or other object.
The breadth of this objective suggests against many of the techniques that have been used with success for pedestrian detection. Premature commitment @refiltering)based upon a single modality is inappropriate. Motion detection will fail for people who are not walking or running, and adaptive methods for foreground extraction may fail if people sit or stand long enough to be incorporated into the background model, or become temporarily occluded. Skin or face detection methods will also fail if people are too distant or turned away from the camera. For such broad conditions no single modality will be able to filter out a significant number of candidate locations without generating numerous misses. Instead we suggest that these modalities be treated as relatively weak probabilistic cues. A decision based upon any one will generate errors, but a decision based upon a quantitative combination of all cues using reasonable probabilistic models has the potential to generate reliable behaviour. likely to occur, and novelty objectives (Section 9). Peaks in the resulting posterior map form saccadic targets for our attentive sensor.
Likelihood distributions, scales, exponents and spatial priors are learned in a supervised fashion from a each head and boxes bounding the facial skin region and body were drawn (Fig. 3) . These boxes were used to mate the range of typical scales and offsets (Section 6).
We will first describeour training and test databases, and then how the threepointwisecues we employ are computed, and how y exponents, scales and offsets are selected. 
Algorithm Overview
A schematic flow diagram of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . Our head detection algorithm produces a map of the posterior probability that a human head is present at each point, derived from a vector of complementary cues. Letting denote the hypothesis that a head is present at a given pixel, and denote the hypothesis that a head is not present, the posterior probability of a head being present at a pixel is given by:
Each individualcue in is defined by a modality, scale and offset. In this paper we employ three different modalities: 2-frame motion differencing, foreground extraction and skin colour. Each of these is initially a pointwise cue derived independently for each pixel in the image: see Section 5 for details. Cues over multiple scales are then derived by forming an area-normalized L norm of the pixel cues over rectangular regions of the image, offset from the hypothesized head location (Section 6). Treating each cue as conditionally independent', the joint likelihoods are formed by taking the product over all n cues:
and Test Databases
Training and test databases were combined from two environments: (1) a university laboratory and (2) a demonstration session in a large conference hall. For Environment 1, training and test data were collected on different days. For Environment 2, training data were collected in the morning and test data were collected in the afternoon. The original frame rate in both cases was roughly 6 and data were sampled every 10 frames. Our unified training database consisted of 30 minute samples from each of the environments: 1,000 frames containing 5,035 heads from Environment 1 and 1,095 frames containing 6,170 heads from Environment 2. Our unified test database consisted of a 30-minute sample of 1006 frames containing 4,677 heads from Environment 1 and a 2 hour sample of 4,362 frames containing 10,659 heads from Environment 2. An example training frame is shown in Fig. 
Modalities
We use motion, foreground and skin cues to detect human heads. In each case, the pointwise cue Y is the posterior probability of the hypothesis that the pixel projects from a head or body, given the pixel data vector
Motion Differencing
The data vector used for motion differencing at each pixel is based on an norm of pixel intensity differences between current and previous frames:
The spatial priors ) and incorporate weak knowledge about the height in the image at which heads are 'Conditional independence is a reasonable assumption across ties, but less reasonable across scales within a modality.
The motion cue Y is computed using Eqn. 4, where where and are the prior probabilities of the and 'X' symbols indicate the global and local maxima of the posterior probability, respectively. Log-likelihood ratios are clipped at -4 for display purposes only.
pixel being generated by a human body or non-body re ion, and are calculated from non-parametric representations of the pixel change distributions. An example motion posterior pixel map is shown in Fig. calculated from training data. The likelihoods,
Foreground Extraction
We employ a pointwise adaptive algorithm for foreground extraction. We have found that operating directly in g, b) space leads to many false positives due to shadows and other illumination effects, and have developed a subspace method to reduce these problems. We first computed a random set of colour changes A f in individual background from our at random times and A
= -
Principal component analysis of the resultant pixel differences yields a new coordinate which the first component points roughly in the brightness direction (equal b) weights). To reduce illumination effects, we discard this channeland model each pixel colour as a mixture of two Gaussians in the residual 2D colour space.
The foreground cue Y is computed using Eqn. 4, where and are the prior probabilities that the pixel was generated by the foreground and background process respectively.
The parameters of the foreground and background processes are estimated on-linein an unsupervised manner, using an approximation of the EM algorithm similar to The distribution with the greatest (learned) prior probability is assumed to represent the background process. The adaptationrate (time constant) for the foreground and background process weights and for the foreground process parameters was fixed at 2 hours, to allow adaptation to slow changes in the environment. The adaptation rate for the background parameterswas then optimized to maximize the evidence over the training data: we found a relatively fast adaptation rate of 10 seconds to be optimal ( 
Skin Detection
The skin colour data vector is modelled in HSV space:
= ( H ,S,V), and the skin colour cue Y is computed using Eqn. 4,where and denote the prior probabilities that the pixel was generated by skin and by respectively. The likelihoods, and are calculated from non-parametric representations of the color distributions. It is known from previous work that these distributions are not well represented by simple parametric models [ 5 ]
Color distributions in HSV space were learned from hand-labelled training data: 19,000 skin pixels and 1.6mil-lion pixels. The hue component was quantized into 60 equal-sized bins, and saturation and intensity were quantized into 20 bins each. An example skin posterior pixel map is shown in Fig.   6 
Multi-Scale Analysis
We use an integral image technique to rapidly integrate our pointwise cues over rectangular regions corresponding to faces and bodies. The integral image technique allows a summation over any rectangular region to be computed in constanttime
To determine a set of suitable scales for motion and foreground extraction, we examine the distribution of body boxes hand-labelled in our training dataset (Fig. We model the distribution of scales as a twodimensional Gaussian (in height and width) and sample within a confidence interval in log scalespace.
A similar process is used to select candidate face scales for skin cue integration. The offset of each face and body box from the hypothesized head centre is modelled deterministically from the offsetswitnessed in the training dataset using quadratic interpolation over log scalespace. Pointwise cues are integrated over a selected N-pixel rectangular region using L normalization, The y exponent provides an important degree of freedom in how cues are spatially integrated. A small value (y < 1)computes a robust statistic, in the limit counting pixels above a particular threshold. A large value (y > 1) emphasizeslarge local changes, in the limit acting as a local winner-take-all mechanism.
Separate y exponents were chosen for each modality by computing ROC curves for headhon-head classification based on each modality taken individually, over a range of y values (Fig. The y value yielding the largest area under the ROC curve was selected for each modality.
The results of this optimization were quite interesting. We found high y values to be optimal for both skin and motion modalities. Motion detection is essentially a boundary cue, the weight of the cue being generated near sharp changes in colour, at the boundary of the foreground object. Further, human activity often does not involve large body motions, but rather small, isolated motions of the head or hands. These factors combine to make motion a sparse cue for human presence, leading to a high value that Table 1 .List of detectorscombined probabilistically,and resulting performanceof compositesystem.
erates a strong response from a small number of highly active pixels. We believe that a large value for skin detection arises for similar reasons. Because of the diversity in face pose, occlusion, and distance, the number of pixels actually visible within a face box is highly variable and often small. A large y value allows a few strongly skin-like pixels to indicate strong evidence for human presence.
We found a more moderate value (y = 2.7) to be optimal for foreground extraction. This makes sense, since foreground extractionis essentially a region cue, depending upon the difference in colour between the foreground and background objects, and thus is likely to be less sparse than the other cues.
Detector Selection
Sampling 7 scalesfor for each modality leads to a total of 21 local detectors. Due to overlapping spatial support, many of these detectors are redundant. In order to select a small subset that provide complementary information,we employ a simple greedy selection strategy. We begin with the detector that yields the best solo performance, as measured by the area under its ROC curve for classification on the training We then test the effect of adding each remaining detector and select the detector that yields the highest increase in performance. This process is repeated until performance asymptotesor declines.
The result of this selection process is shown in Table  and Fig. The power of statistical integration is confirmed performance is increased most effectively by first integratingone detector fromeach of the three different modalities. Foreground extractionwas found to be the most powerful individualcue, followed by skin and then motion. Adding additional detectors at various scales was found to improve performanceby only 0.2%. We thus employ the 3-detector system for the remaining experiments in this paper. Figs. show likelihood ratio maps for these 3 detectorsfollowingspatial integration, and Fig. shows the joint log likelihood ratio obtained by summing these maps (under the assumption of conditional independence). Note that all four people in the scene generate local maxima in the joint likelihood ratio, but for different reasons. The central figure is quite still and generates very little motion energy, but shows up well in the foreground and skin modalities, while the others obtain support from all three sources.
For comparison, we have also implementedan Adaboost method for selecting and integrating detectors (Fig. Given enough detectors, the two methods asymptote to the same level of performance, but the Adaboost method requires more detectors, and thus generates a less efficient system.
Comparative Evaluation
We evaluate our system using an ROC analysis on our test database (Section 4), and compare with a representative competing approach due to Jaynes that uses a logical combination of foreground and skin detectors To focus on the specific issue of how detectors are integrated and combined, we use the same pixel posterior maps for both systems. The Xiong Jaynes method uses these maps to classify each pixel as and The subset of pixels classified as both and foreground are then selected and a morphological erosion process is applied to eliminate small regions. Bounding boxes are computed for the remaining regions, and these are consideredfacehypotheses. We consider each box a hit if it encloses the hand-labelled location of a human head.
The Xiong Jaynes method has a number of free parameters: the thresholds for skin and foreground classification, the size of the erosion kernel, and a lower bound on the size of regions to be considered significant. We sample this parameter space over a range of reasonable values to sweep out an ROC curve for the system. Performance of our individual detectors, our composite detector, and the logical Xiong Jaynesmethod is shownin Fig. The performance of the logical method is below both our individual and foreground subtraction detectors, and far below our composite detector.
Priors

Spatial Prior
In both Environments 1 and 2, the optical axis of our preattentive sensor is horizontal and about seven feet above the ground plane. As a consequence, the probability of a head is not uniform across the image. We find that the spatial distribution of heads in our training database is well approximated by a broad, one-dimensional Gaussian in the vertical direction ( Fig. 
Novelty
The posterior map reflects the probability of a human head occurring at each location in the image. A reasonable human surveillance goal is to collect information about all people in a scene. However, if fixation is determined solely by the global of the posterior map it is quite possible for the attentive sensor to spend all of its time staring at the most "interesting" individual in the scene, the person generating the strongest skin, motion and foreground cues. In order to generate reasonable saccadic behaviour, we introduce a notion of novelty: a head that has not been fixated onprevious iterations is more novel (and hence more informative) than a head that has.
Our long-term goal is to quantify this concept of novelty in terms of the quality of facial data acquired with our attentive sensor. In the shorter term, we introduce a simpler binary formulationin which we assume that heads that have been previously fixated are of no interest. We maintain a novelty map, initialized to 1. On each iteration, the novelty map is multiplied by a fixation function, centred at the location of the previous maximum of the posterior. The fixation functionis computed by labeling the interior and exteriorof each body box as 0 and 1, respectively, and averaging over all registered body boxes in the training data (Fig. While a fixated location may be completely uninteresting immediately after fixation, due to movement of people in the scene these locations become more interesting with time, as the probability of a new head appearing at that location rises. To account for this, we model human motion as a random walk, with velocities drawn from training data (Fig. On each iteration, the novelty map is first updated by multiplying by the current fixation function and convolving with the motion kernels. The complete prior is then formed by multiplying the current novelty map by the spatial prior. In Fig. 9 , the novelty map serves to null the posterior at the previous global maximum on the right, so that fixation will shift to the person on the left in the next frame.
System Evaluation
For evaluation purposes, we consider a fixation to be a hit if it lands within 12 pixels of the centre of a labelled head. (This is generally close enough to ensure the entire head will be captured by our high resolution sensor.) A hit rate of 74% was achieved on our test using only the spatial prior. More than half of the errors are fixations on human bodies: a more sophisticated modeling of spatial correlations may greatly reduce this class of error. This level of performance is overwhelmingly due to the likelihoods: a system that randomly samples fixation locations from the spatial prior achieves a hit rate of only 3%.
To evaluate our novelty formulation, we selected second segments of continuous data (at 6 from our test videos: five each from Environments 1 and 2. The number of people in the scene ranged from 2 to 20. There are several people who are in the scene for less than 2 seconds.
Using both novelty and spatial priors, the system fixated 52 of the 63 people present (83% hit rate). Most of the errors occur for visibly difficult cases: individuals who are unusually low in the scene, largely occluded, extremely distant, or appear very briefly (1 frame).
Real-Time Attentive System
The sensor consists of two RGB Point Grey Dragonfly cameras. The wide field camera is fixed in position and has a 2.1 lens subtending a 130deg horizontal FOV. The foveal camera is mounted on a platform and has PC at approximately 6 frames per second. Our algorithm detects faces in the wide-field, low resolution image in order to orient the attentive camera.
Conclusion
Wide-field person detection in general scenes is complicated by many factors, including low resolution, diversity in pose, occlusion, and resulting unreliability of detailed form analysis. In this paper we have proposed a method for combining multiple weak, relatively form-independent cues in a probabilistic framework to generate more reliable and general person detection. We find that key to good performance is a judicious choice of L norms for spatial integration, to take advantage of the idiosyncratic spatial statistics of individual modalities. Greatest reliability is achieved by probabilistic combination of motion, foreground and skin colour cues, far outperforming a representative logical integration approach. Our approach has been applied to the problem of generating saccadic targets for an attentive foveated vision system, allowing high-resolution facial snapshots to be captured over a wide-field dynamic scene.
